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Many hands
make WWF work
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As WWF celebrates 30
years of conservation
success in Australia, our
thanks go to you – our
supporters – for your
contribution to making real
and lasting change.
Whether you joined us
30 years ago, or just
recently, you have helped
us to change Australia’s
environmental history.

Thank you!
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All of WWF’s work relies on the committed and
generous gifts from our supporters, for which
we offer you our sincere thanks.
If you have any questions about WWF and our work, please call our
Supporter Relations team during office hours on 1800 032 551, write to us at
GPO Box 528, Sydney NSW 2001 or email enquiries@wwf.org.au

Spider search success!

Code red for planet earth …
Over the past year it has become
abundantly clear that complacency
about climate change is as
dangerous as climate change itself.
I made that comment in our 2008
Annual Report, and have never
been more serious about an issue.
As I said in that report, our planet
is facing an unprecedented global
emergency and Australia, the driest
inhabited continent on Earth, is
one of the most vulnerable,
developed countries.
As world leaders prepare to discuss
critical global emission reductions
at the Copenhagen Climate Change
Conference in 2009, nations,
governments, industries, businesses
and individuals the world over have
fundamental choices to make.
We can decide to tackle climate
change seriously, and drastically
reduce the emissions of greenhouse
gases, or we can do nothing, and
risk losing not only much of our
biodiversity, but also greatly
affecting our lifestyle and economy.
The choice is simple: if we do not
decide to win, we decide to lose.

Effecting urgent changes to our
personal and business practices
is essential as we adapt to life in
Australia under vastly different
climatic conditions. We can no
longer afford to procrastinate over
the protection of our landscapes
seascapes and wildlife, the
sustainable use of our natural
resources, or the adoption of
renewable energy systems and
clean technologies. The stakes are
too high.
WWF-Australia leads the way
in developing and implementing
practical solutions to the pressing
environmental challenges we face.
In collaboration with our
many partners, we continue
to deliver outcomes that profit
the environment as well as the
economy. Investing in the best
conservation measures today yields
the best return possible –
a sustainable future.

Greg Bourne
CEO, WWF-Australia
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WWF’s Planet Patroller is available for
$59.95 at the Panda Shop, while stocks last.

Gifts galore at the
online Panda Shop
Stuck for great gift ideas for Christmas
or birthdays in the new year? Why
not check out WWF Australia’s
online catalogue at wwf.org.au/shop
featuring our latest range of WWF
merchandise and a new range of
sustainable living products.
All the proceeds from our Panda Shop
sales go directly to our conservation
work across the country, so anything
that you buy is a gift that keeps
on giving.
Log onto WWF Australia’s online
shop at wwf.org.au/shop, or phone
Nick or Maxx in our Supporter
Relations team on 1800 032 551 if you
would like a copy of the catalogue
mailed to you.

Make a monthly gift to WWF from as little as $12 per month.

By Sally McPhee,
Community Engagement Project Officer,
WWF-Australia

Why trapdoor
spiders?

Fantastic community
response

Move over Jamie Durie and Backyard
Blitz, SpiderBlitz is the new ‘blitz’
in town!

Trapdoor spiders have unique
characteristics. Not only can they dig
or build burrows up to two metres
deep, but each burrow is distinct to
each species. Trapdoor spiders, in the
Avon region of Western Australia,
disguise their burrows with doors
made of dry leaves. They weave twig
‘triplines’ into the burrow’s rim which
alerts the spider to the presence of the
prey and ideally direct prey into the
burrow. This is essential for female
spiders that can spend their entire life,
up to 20 years, in one burrow. Males
only emerge once a year, usually after
an autumn thunderstorm has softened
their lid, to search for a mate.

SpiderBlitz participants spent a total of
200 volunteer hours searching for these
reclusive invertebrates in Minnivale
Nature Reserve, near Dowerin, in the
central wheatbelt and were successful
in finding 138 new spider burrows.
Data on the location, size and condition
of the spider burrows was collected
during the search.

Nearly 50 people from across
southwest Western Australia took part
in SpiderBlitz 2008. This annual
24-hour intensive field survey searches
for threatened trapdoor spiders in small
remnants of native vegetation in the
wheatbelt. And while trapdoor spiders
might not be top-of-mind for most
people, they are an important part of a
balanced ecosystem.
There are four species of trapdoor
spiders found in the wheatbelt and all
are listed as threatened by the Western
Australian Government. WWF, in
partnership with the Department of
Environment and Conservation, held
interactive workshops with interested
community members teaching them
how to indentify spider burrows and
the species that built them.
WWF has been drawn into the project,
not just because of our reputation,
but because of our firmly established
relationships with landholders and
community groups.

The biggest threat to trapdoor spiders
is habitat loss through land clearing,
which leaves
remaining
populations
vulnerable to
disturbance. Fires are
also a threat to this
species due to their
poor dispersal
ability.

Call 1800 032 551 or visit wwf.org.au

“Most people don’t think of spiders as
threatened species, but learning more
about these endangered creatures helps
us to protect them and to better manage
our reserves for the future,” said Mick
Davis, Department of Environment and
Conservation Ecologist.
The community event was part of
‘Back from the Edge’, an initiative
funded by the Avon Catchment
Council and delivered by
WWF-Australia and the
Department of
Environment and
Conservation.
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Australia’s Coral Sea in danger – WWF needs your help!
The Coral Sea is one of the world’s most pristine
and diverse marine environments. Perhaps too few
Australians realise that this spectacular underwater
world, located off the north-eastern Australian coast, is
part of our own, national heritage. Home to an incredible
array of rare and beautiful fish, plant and animal species,
this tropical marine kingdom is unlike anything else in
the world.

Unexplored and unprotected
Larger than the state of NSW, so much of the Coral Sea
remains a mystery. Some species, like the Jurassic shrimp,
have only recently been discovered as living in this area. In
fact, humankind has not even begun to explore the vastness
of the Coral Sea nor document even a fraction of the marine
life that calls its deep waters home – undersea creatures such
as dwarf minke whales and hammerhead sharks.
Yet, alarmingly, the Coral Sea is also largely unprotected.
Sharks in the Coral Sea could be wiped out by future fishing
operations unless the area receives adequate protection plus
the effects of global warming are already being seen on the
coral that is so vital to the marine ecosystem it supports.
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Our national responsibility
This marine wonderland is our national responsibility, and if
we don’t act now, it will begin to deteriorate before our eyes.
WWF-Australia needs your help to transform the Coral Sea
into the world’s largest Marine Protected Area. The time to
act is now.
The alternative is to see an unstoppable move towards oil
and gas exploration, and mining. The consequences would be
unimaginable, a legacy of destruction for future generations.
Beyond mining, the Coral Sea is threatened by both legal and
illegal fishing practices. While targeting one species, long
lines and nets scoop up fish and marine mammals that can be
found nowhere else in the world, pushing them to the brink
of extinction.
Combined with the neighbouring Great Barrier Reef, a
protected Coral Sea would create the largest Marine Protected
Area in the world. It would become an underwater sanctuary
of extraordinary value for all Australians to be proud of, an
area of brilliant biodiversity, held in trust for the world.
“I believe that if we don’t act right now to conserve this
incredible region, we might never get another chance,”
said Greg Bourne, CEO of WWF-Australia. “That’s why

Every gift you make to WWF funds conservation solutions.

we are calling on our government to put into place the
comprehensive and wide-scale protection the Coral Sea so
badly needs if it is to continue to survive.”
In calling for action, Greg Bourne went on to say, “We have
seen before how the commitment of our supporters can sway
governments in regard to major conservation issues. We have
seen it with Macquarie Island, with the mining moratorium
in Antarctica, and with the Great Barrier Reef. Now is the
time for the Coral Sea.”

WWF goals for the Coral
Sea program
Your support to achieve a Marine Protected Area would mean:
• No drilling for oil and gas.
• No mining within the marine park.
• Protection for the Coral Sea with provision for sustainable
activities such as tourism and well-managed fishing.
• A strong network of very large marine sanctuaries where
all commercial and recreational fishing is prohibited.
This is something for which we get only one chance.

Call 1800 032 551 or visit wwf.org.au

Donate to WWF today and your gift
will be used to protect an area of the
Coral Sea almost one million square
kilometres in size - three times larger
than the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park and bigger than NSW.
Combined with the neighbouring
Great Barrier Reef, a protected Coral
Sea would create the largest Marine
Protected Area in the world.
• Call 1800 032 551 to make
a donation
• Log on to wwf.org.au to donate
online, or
• Mail your gift to GPO Box 528,
Sydney, NSW 2001.
Together, we can make a change –
before it’s too late!
LIVING PLANET SPRING 08
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How you are helping WWF to create a living planet
For almost 50 years internationally
WWF has been at the forefront of
scientific research, collaboration
and practical projects that address
our planet’s complex environmental
problems. With more than five million
supporters in over 100 countries,
WWF has earned an international
reputation for inspiring and influencing
governments, communities, businesses
and individuals.

Making a lasting
difference
Our planet teeters on the brink of an
environmental tipping point. We are
consuming natural resources at a faster
rate than they can be renewed and our
actions are destroying habitats – and
species – at an alarming rate. Climate
change is here and now.
At no time in history has it been more
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important to act. And never has the
environment had a stronger advocate
than WWF.
WWF-Australia’s conservation efforts
are helping to reduce land-clearing
and combat climate change, to protect
the diversity of freshwater, marine
and land environments, and to reduce
humanity’s footprint to ecologically
sustainable levels.

An impressive
environmental
balance sheet
Over the last 30 years, we have asked
you to support WWF to undertake a
number of conservation campaigns.
You are entitled to feel proud, knowing
that you have played a direct part in
achieving some of the most significant
conservation outcomes for Australia
and internationally.

• A 50-year moratorium is placed
on mining in Antarctica. It is
one of the most significant
conservation outcomes achieved
by WWF-Australia and its partners
to preserve Antarctica’s pristine
environment.
• Your support helped WWF to secure
the preservation of more than 80 per
cent of Tasmania’s 65-million-yearold Tarkine rainforest, containing
one of the world’s last remaining
Gondwanic old-growth forests.
• In one of WWF’s biggest
conservation wins, 33 per cent
of the Great Barrier Reef is now
protected – more than seven times
the 4.6 per cent initially protected
under legislation.
• Your support helped WWF to
leverage a total of $24.6 million
to eradicate pests on the World
Heritage listed Macquarie Island

- removing a major threat to
the survival of the grey-headed
albatross.
• As a result of intense WWF
campaigning, the Australian
Government commits to increasing
the National Reserves System
(our national system of parks and
protected areas) budget to $180
million over five years.

You are sharing
the challenge
You can play a part in achieving
WWF-Australia’s key priorities for the
coming year. By supporting WWF, you
can be part of the process of change, as
we work for better government policies
and improved management of our
natural heritage. Our priorities for
2009 include:

A WWF Panda Passport is your online licence to campaign for the environment.

• The protection of our oceans and
coasts from pollution, unsustainable
fishing, inappropriate coastal
development and oil exploration;

• Working towards zero net
green-house gas emissions
from deforestation and forest
degradation; and

• The conservation and sustainable
management of Northern Australia’s
reefs, rivers and threatened wildlife;

• Achieving a global market for
sustainable fishing, agriculture,
forestry and energy production.

• The protection of tropical forests
in Indonesian Papua, Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands;
• Encouraging large-scale energy
efficiency programs and support for
renewable energy technology plus
carbon capture and storage;
• Protecting the Southwest Australia
Ecoregion, a global biodiversity
hot-spot;
• Creating the world’s largest marine
protected area, comprising the Coral
Sea and Great Barrier Reef;

Sign up at passport.panda.org

WWF-Australia faces immense
challenges as it works to achieve
these goals. We count on your
support, and you can count on WWF
to remain at the very forefront of
environmental and species protection.
Our conservation programs rely on the
commitment of visionary supporters
and corporate partners. Your support
is an investment in the future of our
country and our planet.

Thank you!
We couldn’t do it
without you.
LIVING PLANET SPRING 08
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Fixated on finches – two WWF supporters make a difference

WWF supporters Mike and Elisabeth
Fidler are working in partnership
with WWF for the ‘Save the Gouldian
Fund’. The Fidler’s passion for this
strikingly colourful bird is a story that
began in England …
“It all began in Tibb Street,
Manchester, about 43 years ago,” said
Mike, describing the beginnings of his
‘love affair’ with the Gouldian finch.
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“I was walking to a meeting when I
glanced in a shop window and saw
these amazing little birds; I was
captivated. I asked the owner what
they were, and told him I’d be back that
afternoon to buy them.”

they always sit for ten minutes before
entering. I have seen them bombarded
by predatory birds, but no matter what,
they will always sit for that ten minutes
before entering … after 40 years, I can
still watch them for hours on end.”

Later that afternoon Mike left the shop
with ten Gouldian Finches and all of
the necessary equipment to care
for them.

Just six years ago, having retired from
business, Mike and Elisabeth moved to
Australia and established the ‘Save the
Gouldian Fund’.

“In those days, so little was known
about them. I became the first person
to actually ‘decode’ the species; that is,
to be able to describe their habits, their
breeding cycles and so on.” Today,
so much of what is known about the
species is due to Mike’s own passion
and persistence.

The Fund is not a scientific
organisation, but a support fund. For
the science and field management they
turned to WWF-Australia.

“If they had a character, I’d describe it
as dogmatic. They seem to know their
mind and are determined to do things
their way. For example, when they
return to their nest in a tree hollow,

“WWF has the size, the reputation and
the connections. To save the Gouldian,
we need to work with the landowners
at one end, and with political leaders
at the other. WWF had exactly those
things in place.”
One of the key issues to ensure their
protection is fire management.

Sign up for WWFs free monthly email newsletter.

As the climate changes fires are
growing exponentially in frequency
and ferocity; the finches’ habitats are
being utterly decimated. Just 50 years
ago these birds coloured our northern
skies in their millions. Today there are
less than 2,500 left in the wild!
“The last time I left northern Australia
there was a fire raging across a 250
kilometre front, and it didn’t even rate
the news in the cities,” Mike explained.
“This ‘out-of-sight out-of-mind’
attitude has got to change.”
“The Gouldian finch is an icon of
Australian wildlife,” said Mike, “It
won my heart in Manchester in the UK
for no other reason than I saw them
close up. Australians need to recognise
that we have some of the most fabulous
wildlife in the world here and we have
to act now to save them.”

Visit futuremakers.org.au

If you would like more
information about the
Gouldian finch, go to
wwf.org.au and type
Gouldian Finch into the
search engine. Fact
sheets are available
for download.
© Mike FIDLER / WWF Australia

The Gouldian finch is an endangered
seed-eating bird that lives only in
the savanna region of northern
Australia. Gouldian finches have
all but disappeared from the wild
in Queensland and now only exist
in a number of small populations
in the Northern Territory and
the Kimberley region of Western
Australia. It is estimated that fewer
than 2,500 birds remain in the wild.

Goals

for the ‘Save the
Gouldian Fund’
• Implement improved grazing
and feral herbivore management
systems in the Kimberley region.
• Develop an agreed fire management plan for the Kimberley region.
• Implement early dry season fire
management, incorporating
on-ground work and aerial
control burning.
• Annually monitor Gouldian
populations’ responses to fire
management at selected sites.
• Raise community awareness of
the endangered status of the
Gouldian finch.
• Reintroduce the Gouldian
finch back into Queensland’s
restored habitat.
LIVING PLANET SPRING 08
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Climate change: what does it mean for Australian species?
There are some things on which being
a world leader is fantastic. But when
you are the world leader in species
loss, it is not something to be proud
of. To know that, as Australians, we
are the nation that is losing more
mammals to extinction than any
nation on earth, is not only a point
of shame, it is a matter of the most
serious environmental concern.
Almost 40 per cent of all mammal
extinctions globally in the last 200
years have occurred in Australia.
Worse, this ‘world record’ was set even
before the serious onset of climate
change. Many species were already
under attack from major pressures
including habitat destruction and
alteration by human activities,
feral animals, weeds
and altered fire
regimes, and now
climate change will
drive those losses
even further.
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More hostile habitats
The impacts of climate change are
wide ranging, and will dramatically
affect some of our regular, essential
natural cycles. Fires are predicted to
become more frequent and hotter,
invasive species such as cane toads and
weeds will be able to survive in areas
once unsuitable and the current homes
of our native species will become
hostile to their survival with the loss
of food and protective habitat. And
because Australia has such a rich array
of unique flora and fauna, losses here
are losses for the whole world.

Icons disappearing
like wildfire
Examples of imminent major species
loss are growing almost by the day.
The Bilby is already threatened by
wildfire. Increasing disturbances of

their habitat by more frequent and more
intense fires will provide opportunities
for invasion by exotic weeds and then
increased attacks from feral animals, which
survive better in such altered landscapes.
The Gouldian finch, intolerant of
increased temperatures, is also at risk
from disappearing food supplies. As
feral animals graze on grasses before
seeds are produced, the finch is literally
being starved out of existence. As fires
increase because of changed rainfall
patterns, trees which provide hollows
for nesting will be destroyed. The finches’
future is precarious.
Frogs are the most threatened species
in the world, with 21 per cent of global
species critically endangered, and
Australian frogs are no different. The
corroboree frog, probably Australia’s
most well known frog, is under severe
threat as its natural habitat of snowgum
woodlands and sphagnum bogs, succumb
to increasing temperatures.

Be inspired to change
The stark reality is that 20 per cent of
Australia’s animal and plant species are
now threatened with extinction. The
statistics represent the strongest possible
call to action, and go to the heart of our
work – species conservation.
WWF is working hard to enhance our
protected area network - to provide
more refuges for species that can no
longer survive in their original areas,
to give them space to move and help
reduce the risk of extinction. Our work
on invasive weed species is helping
prevent the importation of additional
exotic species that could invade areas
under threat from increasing fire
risk and reducing rainfall as well as
increasing temperatures.
WWF helps protect our vulnerable and
endangered species through on-ground
work with the Threatened Species
Network and through our turtle and

Leave a gift in your Will to WWF and help secure a future for our planet.

shorebird conservation projects as part
of the wider WWF-Australia
species program.
WWF is also asking governments
around Australia to take action to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions that
cause climate change at a national,
policy level. But the call to action
requires far more than a government
response. It is a simple matter of
recognising that if we are causing the
problem household by household, we can
effect changes household by household.
It is not only through changing policy
and government programs, we can all
take daily action - turning off lights,
switching appliances off standby, and
by catching public transport.

To find out more about
how you can make
a difference, visit
wwf.org.au/species.

Email enquiries@wwf.org.au

Goals

for WWF’s climate
change and
species program
• Eradicating invasive species
on islands providing habitat for
endangered species.
• Building partnerships with
Indigenous communities
to provide sustainable
livelihoods through landscape
management and conservation.
• Raising community awareness
of our species extinction crisis.
• Ensuring Australia has an
effective national biodiversity
strategy.
• Developing management plans
to minimise climate change
impacts on vulnerable species
and ecosystems – and ensure
future sustainability.
LIVING PLANET SPRING 08
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You are sharing the challenge
As a WWF supporter, you are standing
alongside us as we work for better
government policies and improved
management of our natural heritage.
In the coming year, your gifts will be
used for:
• The protection of our oceans and
coasts from pollution, unsustainable
fishing, inappropriate coastal
development and oil exploration;
• The conservation and sustainable
management of Northern Australia’s
reefs, rivers and threatened wildlife;

• The protection of tropical forests
in Indonesian Papua, Papua New
Guinea and the Solomon Islands;
Creating the world’s largest marine
protected area, comprising the Coral
Sea and Great Barrier Reef;
• Encouraging large-scale energy
efficiency programs and support for
renewable energy technology and
carbon capture and storage; and
• Protecting the Southwest Australia
Ecoregion, a global biodiversity
hot-spot.

• Working towards zero net
greenhouse gas emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation;
and
• Achieving a global market for
sustainable fishing, agriculture,
forestry and energy production.

Thank you for your
support. Together we
are creating a world
in which we can live in
harmony with nature.

